Recommender systems are able to produce a list of recommended items tailored to user preferences, while the end user is the only stakeholder in these traditional system. However, there could be multiple stakeholders in several applications domains (e.g., e-commerce, movies, music). Recommendations are necessary to be produced by balancing the needs of different stakeholders. The first session of this tutorial introduces multi-stakeholder recommender systems (MSRS) with several case studies, and discusses the corresponding methods and challenges in MSRS.
MULTI-STAKEHOLDER RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Traditional recommendation models may be built based on the user preferences only, while the receiver of the recommendations is considered as the only stakeholder in the environment. However, multiple stakeholders may be involved in several scenarios in the area of recommendations. For example, in a dating [13] application, a user may prefer a recommended partner who also wants to date with the user, rather than the whole pool of candidates the user Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s likes. In movies, not only the user preferences, but also the perspectives of the item producers or suppliers are also important. In education [20] , other stakeholders (e.g., instructors, parents, publishers, etc.) may also play a role in educational activities, e.g., book recommendations.
Multi-stakeholder recommender systems (MSRS) [1, 3] extend bilateral relationships prevalent in reciprocal recommendations, (e.g., dating [12] ), and try to balance the needs of multiple stakeholders in the recommender systems. In this talk, we introduce how useful MSRS could be by using different case studies. We further discuss the current methodologies to build the MSRS. Particularly, we focus our discussions on the utility-based multi-stakeholder recommender framework [20, 21] which is a general framework to produce recommendations by utilizing utility functions and multiobjective learning. We demonstrate MSRS with MOEA (an opensource multi-objective learning library (http://moeaframework.org) using a dating dataset. We conclude MSRS session with future research directions, such as utility representation, multi-objective optimizations and user-centric evaluation (i.e., accountability, transparency, explanation).
The current work on the utility-based multi-stakeholder recommendations [20, 21] take advantage of the multi-criteria ratings to build the utility functions. One of the drawbacks is that the multi-criteria information may not be always available in different domains. Review mining is usually used to extract user preferences from texts or reviews. Potentially it could be used to infer the user preferences on different aspects of the items. The next session about neural review mining will deliver corresponding knowledge and techniques.
NEURAL REVIEW MINING FOR RECOMMENDATION
Product reviews provide a useful source of information in e-commerce systems and can be used along with the historical ratings to predict item ratings. Topic modeling and latent factor models may be applied on user reviews to learn interpretable user and item factors [5] . But LDA used for topic modeling is not able to retain local context information, which is a prominent issue for sentiment analysis. Further, fixed size user and item representations cannot fully capture the information from reviews. At the same time all words/topics in the reviews are not relevant to its rating score. Direct equivalence in addition may bring irrelevant information to some dimensions of embeddings and harm accuracy of rating prediction.
BASIC NEURAL METHODS
We first motivate neural methods for review based recommendation. Product of experts (PoE) (e.g., RNNs) are better suited to modelling peaky distributions than mixture models (e.g., LDA), because an element of the product representation could exercise a strong influence suppressing expression of a given set of words. A chain of PoE in addition helps factor word order in reviews.
2.1.1 COLD-START RECOMMENDATION. Attention based CNNs have been used to create user and item representations by extracting Complex features with aggregated review text. RNN instead has been used to model the likelihood of a review using latent factors of items; this has been combined with matrix factorisation via a trade-off term as regularisation to tame curse of data sparsity. We discuss how:
• NN document models outperform LDA-based approach [2] ,
• projecting review embedding to user and item embeddings relaxes strict equivalence requirement [18] .
PERSONALIZATION.
Often word embeddings cannot effectively capture the intrinsic characteristics of user rating behavior. Two parallel neural networks coupled in the last layer of a deep network can address this issue: one focuses on learning user behaviours exploiting reviews written by a user, and the other learns item properties from reviews written for an item. We discuss how:
• A shared layer on top [19] enables latent factors learned for users/items to interact similar to factorization machine, • An additional latent layer representing target user-target item pair [4] is regularized at training time, • User-item pair-dependent features (e.g., super-hero fans may like Ant Man) from auxiliary reviews (e.g., Marvel Avengers) of like-minded users [17] tackles sparsity.
ATTENTION-BASED APPROACHES
Aggregated review text of items cannot differentiate the same sentimental expression for each individual user (e.g., rating linked to nice can be 4 or 5). The choice of words (e.g., long) reflects different meanings based on context (e.g., battery life vs. startup time). An attention layer placed before the convolution layer but after the embedding may be used to learn the importance of local/ global windows of words through their weights. It is thus possible to select relevant (vs. noisy) keywords in long reviews.
REVIEW USEFULNESS.
Soft attention helps assign weight to reviews according to their usefulness. This enables the use of most informative (i.e., unbiased, detailed, relevant) reviews for rating prediction. We present the following:
• A pointer-based learning scheme [14] that matches important reviews with co-attention in a word-by-word fashion, • A weight function that incorporates user/item characteristics with review content in a distant, supervised fashion [6] .
ASPECT-BASED RECOMMENDATION. Different types of users place varying importance to different aspects of a product.
High-spending users may value high-res camera while those with low price range purchases may value call quality more. Each review part of an item (e.g., restaurant) focuses on an aspect (e.g., seafood) or user experience facet (e.g., seating). We discuss the following:
• Co-attention toward aspect-level user/item importance [8] ,
• Weight vector to capture user preference on each aspect [7] .
GENERATIVE APPROACHES
User review documents are indicative of user preferences (e.g., price) wheres item reviews describe features (e.g., quality). Single-topic nuggets of information in contrast can save time of reading long reviews. Some users prefer short sentences and direct wordings (e.g., easy) whereas others discuss facts with longer sentences indirectly.
2.3.1 REVIEWS. A multi-tasking framework can help reveal underlying factors which determine user opinion towards an item even if they were never implied by the user. The overlap between latent vectors learned by matrix factorisation and textual features by sequential auto encoder can be leveraged for generation of reviews given a recommendation-user pair. We discuss the following: • A recurrent model for creating reviews and convolutional discriminator to distinguish adversarial samples from authentic reviews [10] , • Generating reviews as an output of recommendation model [11] stacking 2 LSTMs combining latent factors with text, • Fusion gate as soft attention to weigh contribution of sentiment features based on users/items. [15] 2.3.2 TIPS. Unlike explanations, a simple extraction of words/phrases from text suggest quick insights. User and item latent representations can be translated into concise sentences that predict user experience/ feelings. Persona is represented using latent embeddings and memory stores persona related words -retrieved by a pointer network for tips generation. We discuss:
• A sequence decoder model based on GRU with hidden variable from rating prediction as sentiment context [16] , • Adversarial variational auto encoder for intrinsic style [9] .
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